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COKING COAL MAJOR RECEIVERS

QUANTITY (MT)

RECEIVER

JUN'20

MAY'20

M-O-M CHANGES

SAIL

952085

941860

HALDIA

332474

DHAMRA

NON COKING COAL MAJOR RECEIVERS

QUANTITY (MT)

RECEIVER

JUN'20

MAY'20

M-o-M

1%

AGARWAL COAL

703367

149700

370%

291637

14%

TUTICORIN

117300

-

N/A

274510

246208

11%

HAZIRA

115400

-

N/A

VIZAG

146400

309015

-53%

KANDLA

115033

-

N/A

PARADIP

111381

60000

86%

NAVLAKHI

89200

-

N/A

GANGAVARAM

87320

35000

149%

OTHERS

266434

149700

78%

SEMB CORP GAYATHRI POWER

457066

486592

-6%

JSW STEEL

768366

749448

3%

KRISHNAPATNAM

457066

486592

-6%

JAIGARH

336150

286835

17%

ADANI ENTERPRISES

386075

545124

-29%

KRISHNAPATNAM

265495

-

N/A

DAHEJ

86575

71150

22%

MORMUGAO

166721

462613

-64%

ENNORE

79020

-

N/A

TATA STEEL

314714

838152

-62%

MORMUGAO

75980

45000

69%

73000

-

N/A

PARADIP

159120

271830

-41%

HAZIRA

DHAMRA

122844

507037

-76%

OTHERS

71500

428974

-83%

HALDIA

32750

59285

-45%

RASHMI GROUP

328576

-

N/A

JINDAL STEEL & POWER

298700

170697

75%

DHAMRA

328576

-

N/A

PARADIP

220900

170697

29%

COASTAL GUJARAT POWER

326475

1414454

-77%

VIZAG

77800

-

N/A

MUNDRA

326475

1414454

-77%

TRIDENT CHEMPHAR

313424

442620

-29%

110000

62000

77%

KRISHNAPATNAM

164019

382520

-57%

PARADIP

77000

-

N/A

VIZAG

149405

60100

N/A

DHAMRA

33000

62000

-47%

BALAJI MALT

302436

-

N/A

TATA INTERNATIONAL

79782

-

N/A

MANGALORE

153898

-

N/A

56800

-

N/A
N/A

ELECTROSTEEL

VIZAG

79782

-

N/A

KAKINADA

RINL

78980

79474

-1%

TUTICORIN

53630

-

GANGAVARAM

78980

79474

-1%

DHARAMTAR

38108

-

N/A

TRAFIGURA

72772

-

N/A

JSW ENERGY

238130

347210

-31%

PARADIP

39000

-

N/A

JAIGARH

165000

163150

1%

KRISHNAPATNAM

33772

-

N/A

ENNORE

73130

-

N/A

MORMUGAO

-

107892

N/A

RASHMI GROUP

70741

-

N/A

KARAIKAL

-

76168

N/A

DHAMRA

49000

-

N/A

ADANI POWER

237135

449350

-47%

HALDIA

21741

-

N/A

MUNDRA

237135

449350

-47%

OTHERS

221813

771100

-71%

OTHERS

3738040

4382954

-15%

Grand Total

2967953

3612731

-18%

GRAND TOTAL

7030724

8218004

-14%
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Australian coal prices dwindle

INTERNATIONAL
China: Shanxi speeds up efforts to
slash coal mining overcapacity
China's coal mining hub Shanxi is expected to
close down 32 collieries this year, which had
combined production capacity of 20.74
million tonnes per annum (mn t/y), according
to a notice recently issued by the provincial
government.
The landlocked northern province is China's
second biggest coal mining region by
production after Inner Mongolia. It produced
971.09 mn t of coal in 2019, accounting for a
quarter of the country's total.
The ongoing crackdown is part of Shanxi's
plan to shut down all small-sized coal mines,
with annual capacity below 600,000 t by the
end of 2020, in a move aimed at enhancing its
industrial structure by raising efﬁciency and
improving safety conditions.
Notably, this is the ﬁnal year of the "13th ﬁve
year plan" on resolving excess capacity in coal
industry and concerned departments of each

area ought to push for the phase-out of
collieries with a mining capacity lesser than
600,000 t/y and to get rid of inactive
enterprises.
Governments of city level administration will
take responsibility in capacity resolving,
coordinated planning and result inspection.
Non-operational companies are required to
come up with targeted closure plan for
collieries involved, make proper arrangement
for employees, and restore the environment.
The Shanxi government has also vowed to cap
the total number of coal mines at 900 by 2022
and to ban approvals for new coal mining
projects smaller than 900,000 t/y. The
province had 954 coal mines with a combined
capacity of 994.75 mn t/y as of end-2019.
In total, Shanxi had phased out nearly 116 mn
t of coal production capacity and shut down
106 coal mines by the end of 2019, as per
ofﬁcial statistics.

Chinese buyers which are key procurers of
Australian coal are largely refraining from the
procurement amid scarcity of limited quotas
as well as stringent customs-clearance
policies at major coal-handling ports.
In terms of prices, Australia's thermal coal
prices have suffered a signiﬁcant blow in last
seven months due to ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. The higher grade (6000kcal/kg)
thermal coal prices have recorded a fall of
27.6% from Jan'20 to Jul'20 as the same at
present stands at $47/t, FoB Newcastle basis

Amid weak demand outlook for thermal coal
in 2020, companies having mining operations
in Australia such as Peabody, Coronado, New
Hope, Stanmore Coal, Terracom and Yancoal
have reduced their guidance for thermal coal
operations and capital expenditure in ongoing
year.
In case of coking coal also, the premium
grade coking coal prices of Australia-origin
have registered a fall of 19.5% from Jan to
Jul'20 and is currently assessed at $111.5/t,
FoB Auatralia basis.

Outlook
The outlook for Australian thermal coal prices
remains weak for 2020 amid lacklustre
demand scenario in its key export
destinations, Japan and South Korea. While
some price recovery is expected towards the
end of the year, it is unlikely to match the
levels of 2019.

As steel demand and consumption in AsiaPaciﬁc coking coal markets outside China
continues to remain listless due to the
ongoing pandemic, no major price recovery is
expected before September end.

South African RB2 coal offers to India
remain steady amid tepid demand

Australia: Heavy rains and
ﬂooding shut NSW coal ports
Australia's east coast has been lashed by
torrential rains since 24 July with NSW (New
South Wales) one of the hardest hits.
The access to coal ports at NSW has been
restricted and vessels are forced to leave the
anchorage position. As on 23 July, 14 and 8
vessels were at anchorage and berthing
position respectively at NSW ports.
The east coast of Australia has been facing
heavy rains since last two weeks and weather
conditions are expected to normalise by 29
Jul'20.

Australia is a major coal exporter with its
exports directed towards Japan, China and
South Korea. The country exported about
31.6 mn t of coal (both coking & non-coking)
in Jun'20, up by 16% against 27.3 mn t in
May'20, according to CoalMint's vessel lineup data.
With ports being shut the country's coal
export numbers for July month are likely to
get adversely impacted.
In FY20 (Jul'19-Jun'20), Australia exported
about 380.4 mn t of coal against 383.3 mn t in
FY19.
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The API index as well as RB2 grade South
African coal offers to India have remained
almost stable since past few weeks amid
lacklustre domestic demand.

is around $16-17/t.
The freight for panamax vessels is reported
to be at 11.5/t and capsize vessel is at $10.5/t
for Gangavaram port.

TheRB2 grade (5500kcal/kg) price CFR
India (Gangavaram port) is reported to be at
$50-51/t whereas RB3 grade (4800 kcal/kg)
price is at $43-44/t.

Our conversation with various channel
partners has revealed that the demand for
imported thermal coal in India continues to
remain tepid amid short-span (7-10 days) of
lockdown in various states and increased
availability of domestic coal due to aggressive
selling by CIL (Coal India Ltd).

The discounts for RB2 grade coal are being
heard at $13-14/t and for RB3 grade the same

Stock and sale price:
CoalMint has heard of a recent trade deal of
25,000 tRB2 grade coal at Gangavaram port
being sold at INR 4,100-4,200/t to sponge
sector in Central India and RB1 grade being

sold at INR 4,900-4,950/t.
In Krishnapatnam port RB2 grade coal is
being offered in the range of INR 4,2004,300/t and RB3 is at 3,800/t.

July's coal vessel update:
In India, the quantity of coal being imported in
July is likely to see a marginal rise against
June at 2.72 mn t with highest quantity

booked by Adani followed by Swiss Singapore
and IMR Resources, according to vessel lineup data maintained by CoalMint.

Stock at Indian ports:
Thermal coal stock at Indian ports stood at
15.4 mn t as on 16 Jul'20, up by 1.67% w-o-w
basis and on same day last year, it was
recorded at 11.28 mn t.
Highest stock of 2.47 mnt is reported to be
at Gangavaram port followed by Kandla (2.35

mn t), Mundra (2.27 mn t) and Paradip at 1.20
mn t.
In Gangavaramport, material of many
players is stocked up whereas in Mundra port
out of 2.27 mn t about 50% is held by TATA's
CGPL power plant.

China to import 50-60 mn t coal
from Indonesia in H2 CY'20: ICMA
China is estimated to import 50-60 mn t of
coal from Indonesia out of the total 100-130
mn t import quota in the second half of 2020.
“China will import around 50-60 mn t of coal
from Indonesia alone”, Su Chuanrong,
Executive Director General of China National
Coal Association, recently said in a webinar
organized by Indonesian Coal Miners
Association (ICMA).
In the ﬁrst half, China imported 174 mn t of
coal in total which is 13% higher against same
period last year. In 2020, China is expected to
import a total of 271-281 mn t of coal. From
Indonesia, the country imported 87.1 MnT of
coal during January to June 2020, 13.5%
higher y-o-y basis.

China's end users demand of coal during peak
seasons. It is based on the recent internal
meeting of the National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC), China's top
economic planning agency.
“China will accommodate the import policy
based on seasonal demand, they will probably
give more import quota for end users during
peak seasons, which are summer and winter,
and tighten the import quota during weak
seasons,” Meng Meng, Principal Research
Analyst – China of IHS Markit, said during
webinar recently.
The import policy adjustment, according to
Meng Meng, is made following problems
resulting from the implementation of coal
import quota policy in recent years. She
added that a number of China's end users had
few coal import quota left during peak
seasons.

China has implemented coal import quota
policy to primarily support the domestic coal
mining industry, particularly its workforce,
which produced 1.8 billion tonne of coal in the
ﬁrst half of 2020.
“The government issues import quota in the
beginning of the year, then many end users
Su Chuanrong added that there are still
deal with backlogs in the beginning of the
opportunities for coal exporters from
year. But when summer and winter comes,
Indonesia to supply coal to Chinese markets.
there's not much quota left,” she said.
“The price gap between China's domestic coal
and imported coal prices are widening,” she
Coal import quota by China's government,
said.
according to Meng Meng, is more about the
government's priority to stabilize domestic
coal prices, providing stimulus for economy
Meanwhile, IHS Markit said that China's
and support local power utility companies
government is expected to adjust its coal
rather than controlling coal import volume.
import policy this year by accommodating

Outlook
Amid the increasing uncertainty due to
rising cases of COVID-19, South African coal
export offers to India are unlikely to observe
any uptick before September end.
In case of domestic coal usage vis-à-vis
imported ones, there is a mixed response of
industry participants.

While some believe that aggressive selling
of domestic coal (in the form of special
auctions for importers) by CIL may encourage
the industry users to opt for domestic coal,
some opine that given the quality issues in
domestic coal, imported coal would continue
to be the preferred option, especially by
sponge sector.
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DOMESTIC
SECL receives notice
regarding FSA termination
South Eastern Coalﬁelds Ltd (SECL) is facing
problem regarding renewal of FSA contract
(fuel supply agreement) from several power
companies.
It has been reliably learnt that the power
gencos are not showing willingness to renew
their FSA and have sent notice to SECL in
order to terminate the contract prematurely.
The miner has been a prominent source of
coal supplies for majority of the industries
across Central India, due to better rail
connectivity. Besides, its several sidings are
having proximity to road network for hasslefree coal transportation.
However, citing inferior quality and continual
delay in coal supplies via FSA route, major
players like JSPL, HINDALCO, Prakash
Industries, Satya Power and Bajrang Power
are planning to part ways with the coal
company.
Refuting the claims, an ofﬁcial from SECL has
stated that contracts of many companies are
nearing their tenure which is a normal
process, and is up to the SECL board whether

they would renew it or not, while informing
there were no such issues pertaining to
quality and inability to dispatch.
He added only the small companies who are
currently facing shortage of labour and
ﬁnancial issues are terminating their FSAs.
Meanwhile, reeling under the pressure of
COVID-19, SECL has signiﬁcantly lowered its
coal production due to lower demand and
elevated stock-piles but managed higher
dispatch in the ﬁrst quarter of FY '21.
The miner has dispatched 29.96 mn t coal
against the output of 27.36 mn t during AprJun '20 period. However, the dispatches have
fallen 21% y-o-y from 37.75 mn t recorded in
the corresponding period of previous ﬁscal.
Going forward, CIL and its subsidiaries would
intent to address customers complain
regarding grade slippage at a time when the
government is expediting the entry of
commercial miners in coal sector. Notably,
raising similar concerns HINDALCO, Vedanta
and JSPL have already terminated their FSAs
with Jharkhand based subsidiary-CCL.

DGFT to review quota
allocation for pet coke import
The Directorate General of Foreign Trade
(DGFT) has ﬁnalized allocation of quota for
import of calcined pet coke (CPC) to be used
for anode making by the aluminium industry
and raw pet coke (RPC) for CPC
manufacturing.
Earlier this year in April, DGFT issued a public
notiﬁcation dated 17 Apr'20 in which it had

Production
Capacity
FY21

Import
Allocation
FY21

Production

Import
Allocation
FY20

Rain CII

511,000

481,961

511,000

552,462

Sanvira

330,000

311,247

200,000

216,227

Goa Carbon

308,000

290,497

308,000

332,991

India Carbon

54,000

50,931

54,000

58,381

Neo Carbon

75,000

70,738

75,000

50,000

Amritesh Ind

24,000

22,636

24,000

25,947

Petro Carabon

93,744

88,417

93,744

49,948

Paradip Calciner

46,200

43,575

10,000

100,000

40,000

101,349

Name

Brahmaputra
Carbon
Kalinga Calciner

0

46,200

Vedic
Petrochemical

0

18,000

1,400,002

1,329,944

TOTAL

1,541,944

1,397,305
Quantity in Metric Tonne

Notably since August 2018, India banned the
import of pet coke for use as fuel, but
allowed import of the product by a few
industries, viz. cement, lime kiln, calcium
carbide and gasiﬁcation, when used for
certain industrial purpose only as feedstock
or in manufacturing process on actual user
condition.

India imports about half of its annual pet
coke consumption — mainly from the United
States — while the domestic consumption is
majorly catered by Reliance Industries,
Indian Oil Corporation and Bharat
Petroleum Corporation.

speciﬁed a detailed procedure for allocation
of 0.5 million tonnes (mn t) of CPC for use in
the aluminium industry and 1.4 mn t of RPC
for CPC manufacturing for the current
ﬁnancial year 2020-21.
The production capacity of calciners for
producing CPC and corresponding RPC
allocations by DGFT are enumerated as
follows:
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CIL announces special spot
auction scheme for coal importers

Monthly Schedules Quantity (MSQ)
The quantity acquired in the auction would be period. However, the same can be regulated
divided in equal parts for determining the
on mutual consent by buyer and seller.
monthly allocation of supplies during the

Payment Terms
The successful bidder will be required to
deposit coal value against the monthly
allocation in two installments, with the initial
payment to be made within ﬁrst 10 days of
the month.

The bidders are given an option to make
payment through Usance Letter of Credit in
case of lifting through rail mode.

Lifting Period
By Road: The validity period of coal lifting
payment against the MSQ of the concerned
would be 45 days from the date of issue of the month.
delivery order/sale order.
CIL has speciﬁed that the coal procured under
By Rail: The validity period of a monthly
this provision is for use within the country and
program for rail movement would be 30 days is not meant for exports. Source-wise offer
from the last date stipulated for making
under this scheme for the period starting
from Aug'20 to Mar'21 would be notiﬁed
soon.

Taking a step further to reduce the country's
dependence on coal, Coal India Ltd (CIL) has
introduced special spot auction speciﬁcally for the
importers with an aim to raise domestic coal
availability.
Special spot auction along with regular auctions viz
spot, exclusive and special forward are periodically
conducted by various subsidiaries of CIL. However,
the modalities under special spot scheme have
been duly modiﬁed under the provision for import
substitution, that allows longer lifting period
against other auctions.

During the ﬁrst quarter of FY21, CIL had allocated
1.48 mn t coal under special spot auctions, which
has already surpassed the total volume of 1.04 mn t
sold during FY20 (Apr'19-Mar'20).
12.00

The revision is carried out in terms of norms for
participation, bidding criteria, and other modalities.
Incidentally, the minimum bid quantity has been
substantially increased. The salient features of the
new reforms are listed below.

10.83
10.56

10.00

10.32
8.92

8.55
7.86

8.00

39.20

41.57

Production

Offtake

6.00
4.45

4.00

3.37

3.213.09

3.48
3.02
1.57 1.53

2.00

Eligibility Criteria:
The auction would be valid for any Indian
buyer including traders who had imported
coal at any point of time in the current year or
any of the previous two ﬁnancial years. The
interested parties are required to get
themselves registered with service providers
(MSTC and Mjunction) upon submission of
relevant document.
Minimum Bid Quantity:

CIL Performance in June 2020

The minimum quantity for bidding would be
25,000 t for a source offering coal under
road-mode of dispatch, where as in case of
rail-mode the minimum quantity is 50,000 t
(or 12 rakes).
Earlier, the minimum quantity for bidding was
ﬁxed at 50 t, and for rail-mode, it was one rake
(approx 4000 t).

0.00 0.01

0.00
MCL

SECL

NCL

CCL

ECL

WCL

BCCL

NEC
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International Non-Coking Coal FOB Prices (Average)
South Africa (6000 NAR)

93
89
85
81
77
73
69
65
61
57
53
49
45

International Non - Coking Coal Average
Prices (CFR India)
Country/Grade

South Africa (5500 NAR)

75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30

Jun’19 Jul’19 Aug’19 Sep’19 Oct’19 Nov’19 Dec’19 Jan’20 Feb’20 Mar’20 Apr’20 May’20 Jun’20

31

Apr'20

South Africa 6000 NAR

68.0

65.35

72.00

South Africa 5500 NAR

55.0

50.1

55.3

Indonesia 4200 GAR

36.6

40.4

42.5

Indonesia 3800 GAR

32.1

35.4

37.1

Indonesia (4200 GAR)

Jun’19 Jul’19 Aug’19 Sep’19 Oct’19 Nov’19 Dec’19 Jan’20 Feb’20 Mar’20 Apr’20 May’20 Jun’20

33

May'20

Australian Premium HCC Monthly Average Price

FoB Prices in USD

38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24

Jun'20

Indonesia (3800 GAR)

29

226.00
220.00
214.00
208.00
202.00
196.00
190.00
184.00
178.00
172.00
166.00
160.00
154.00
148.00
142.00
136.00
130.00
124.00
118.00
112.00
106.00
100.00
94.00
88.00

198.14
180.89
160.45
147.88

160.50
147.32
138.28

147.1

154.25

135.31

135.38

111.50
113.13

May’19 Jun’19 Jul’19 Aug’19 Sep’19 Oct’19 Nov’19 Dec’19 Jan’20 Feb’20 Mar’20 Apr’20 May’20

27
25
23
21
Jun’19 Jul’19 Aug’19 Sep’19 Oct’19 Nov’19 Dec’19 Jan’20 Feb’20 Mar’20 Apr’20 May’20 Jun’20
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Australian Coking Coal Prices

Report By -

What Happened

Abdul Sayeed Khan
(Associate-Research, CoalMint)
Email Id: abdul.sayeed@coalmint.com

Australian coking coal prices have recovered modestly over the
past month, amid sustained buying interest in China, despite
concerns over import restrictions.

What May Happen
India's spot demand for seaborne coking coal is unlikely to revive
before September this year, but China-delivered prices are
expected to hold steady on the back of healthy steel sales and
production levels.

Indonesian Coal Prices
What Happened
Indonesian low-caloriﬁc value coal prices plunged to multi-year
lows during last month, owing to a sharp decline in Chinese
power utility procurement activities, coupled with subdued
Indian demand.

What may Happen
Indonesian thermal coal export prices will likely remain at low
levels this year due to the ongoing COVID-19 led demand slump.

South African Coal Prices
What Happened
South African thermal coal prices surged by USD 4/t in the ﬁrst
week of June and then slided by USD 2/t in the second week,
remaining stable in the next two weeks amid limited buying interest
from India and increased freight rates.

Aditya Sinha
(Analyst, CoalMint)
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What May Happen
No major price hike is expected amid lack of buying interest from India and
demand from other countries likely to remain sluggish.
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